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What is it?
Practice of students moving among “specialty” teachers in 
various subjects rather than remain in a “traditional” 
setting the entire day. 



Why?
● Research
● Grass roots approach
● Vision meetings
● Student concerns about WMS



Differences: departmentalization and traditional
● subjects taught by teachers who have 

strengths in each area
● subjects taught and learned more 

deeply
● more team-teaching 
● more communication among colleagues 

about students
● students are now the “team’s 

responsibility” and shared 
accountability and open dialogue 
grows

● experience different teaching styles
● better prepared for middle school
● movement to and from classes 

benefits students who need motor 
breaks

● need to master all subject 
areas and teach them well

● subjects suffer as demands in 
upper grades grow (CCSS)

● more silo-like teaching
● owness is just for the students 

in each teacher’s room
● solo accountability
● limited dialogue
● exposed to one teaching style
● large gap to shift to middle 

school



advantages to departmentalization
● Specialization
● Instructional Time
● Instructional Teams
● Transition to WMS
● Depth of Instruction
● Equity of Experiences
● Focused PD
● Technology (Chromebooks, Google Docs, and more)
● Time Management
● Communication with parents



Model DRAFT schedule
8:05 - 8:30 Homeroom

8:30 - 9:30 Math

9:30 - 10:30 Reading (Vocabulary: Wordly Wise)

10:30 - 11:30 Science/Social Studies

11:30 - 12:10 Physical Education

12:10 - 1:00 Lunch

1:00 - 2:00 Writing (homeroom)(Spelling:Words Their Way)

2:00 - 2:30 Homeroom



Potential cons and how they will be addressed
● A lot of time and planning involved in communication, 

procedures, schedules, conferences, etc. 
● Need for on-going collaboration with colleagues
● Dependendence on colleagues and a high level of trust 

needed
● Organization issues with the students
● Rotation of pull-outs



Items we are working on at oes
● Homework/Schoolwires
● Collaboration time/projects
● Scoring dates for pre and post assessments
● Back-to-School Night
● Parent Teacher Conferences
● Room changes
● Specialized PD
● Ordering room supplies
● Dedicated time to discuss 2016-17
● Summer curriculum work
● Supply lists for students
● Full-time social worker (pending BOE and budget approval)



What does the research show?
● Effects of departmentalized versus traditional settings on fifth graders’ math and 

reading achievement
○ Findings suggest students who received instruction in departmentalized settings 

scored higher on standardized reading and math tests. (Yearwood, 2011)
● Comparison of Self-Contained and Departmentalized Elementary Teachers’ Perceptions of 

Classroom Structure and Job Satisfaction
○ Findings revealed departmentalized teachers experienced higher morale and 

increased overall job satisfaction in comparison to self-contained teachers in 
the same school. (Stroll, et. al., 2013)

● One study found that when there is a challenging student, the team comes together to 
problem-solve since they all know the child. 

● One study found that in a high-poverty, high-minority school, the fifth-grade 
outperformed all other grades on standardized tests due to departmentalization. (Hood, 
2014)



Change is...
● Scary but without challenging the status quo, taking 

risks, and making mistakes, IMPROVEMENT IN ANY 
ORGANIZATION WILL NOT OCCUR!

● Success won’t fall in our lap...we have to pursue it!
● Taking a risk doesn’t mean doing so haphazardly.


